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Dear Members,

Apple is a great example of how expensive opportunity cost can get. We had a $129 target in AAPL which was hit 3 months ago. 
This was based on the 161.8% Fibonacci extensions from both the 2012-2013 correction as well as the more recent November-
January correction. Had we ignored this level we would have been stuck in this name without making any money for what is 
equivalent to an entire quarter. I would still stay away until we can see either further consolidation or a breakout to new highs out 
of this range.

McDonald's is a stock that bigger picture is really shaping up to be a monster. We have tested this level just over $100 three times 
now over the past few years. I think another test is coming soon and ultimately we break through and explode higher. But more 
tactically we've been patient waiting for thing to develop. I love how the 200 day moving average is starting to slope higher and I 
would either be a buyer of dips down under 96 or on a sustained breakout above the downtrend line from the early March highs.

JP Morgan was a stock we wanted to be buying once we cleared all of this overhead supply from the past year. We got that 
breakout and successful retest last month and the stock was off to the races. Our upside target just above $66.50 was hit this 
week. We get that target from the 161.8% Fibonacci extension of the September/October decline. At this point we want to now let 
prices digest these gains and reevaluate in coming weeks.

I really like the way Pfizer has been holding above former overhead supply that goes back to early last year. I would be a buyer 
down here especially on dips. The risk is very well defined because we only want to be long above 33. Our upside target is above 
36 which if entered correctly is close to a 10% move. If you need the juice you can always trade in the derivatives market for a 
bigger move. I really like the way this behaves.

Travelers is a stock that we have liked for a long long time. After some of our more tactical upside targets were hit 4-5 months ago 
prices have consolidated nicely and I think are now ready to break out and rip higher. We only want to be long above the April 
lows so the risk is very well defined. We love that. I think we have a big move coming here

Wal-Mart was a stock we loved on a breakout above this consolidation since 2013. We got that in the 4th quarter last year and our 
price targets were hit rather quickly near $87 right around Thanksgiving. Since then prices have fallen dramatically back to the 
original breakout level from 6 months ago. This week prices broke out above the downtrend line from the January highs and we 
want to be buying aggressively on this breakout. The risk is very well defined as we only want to be long above the downtrend line 
with targets 10% above current levels. Love it.
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Here are some tips to help understand the research and our process.

● These charts will be updated weekly with annotations and commentary detailing any and all changes in the data that may or 
may not change our perspective on a given market.

● The weekly charts and commentary are geared to get a much more structural perspective on the market and relative strength. 
The daily charts are for more tactical trading opportunities. Both time frames can be used together and don’t always agree with 
one another. For example, a bullish weekly chart can easily be accompanied by a bearish short-term setup and vice versa.

● You won’t always agree and that’s okay. The idea behind membership is to consistently have an unbiased opinion to 
supplement any prior thesis.

● There are other details on the charts that can be mentioned but for the purposes of these reports we will focus on only the most 
relevant and actionable information.

● Since the markets are fractal, we use the same period for our moving averages and momentum on both daily and weekly time 
frames

● On the daily charts, we include the Average True Range (ATR) for risk management purposes as well as the Monthly, Quarterly 
and Yearly correlation coefficient vs the S&P500.

● Smoothing Mechanisms = 200 period Simple Moving Averages Momentum = 14 Period Relative Strength Index (RSI)

Cheers,

J.C



Apple - AAPL
Weekly

Structurally AAPL shares are in a solid uptrend. In February we hit our upside 
target near 129 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci extension of the entire 2012-2013 
decline. In addition, momentum is putting in a bearish divergence at these new 
highs. This continues to suggest taking profits until it digests these gains further 
and approaching this more from a tactical perspective (see daily chart). With an 
upward sloping 200 week moving average and relative strength in a strong uptrend 
I see little reason to be short. I would continue to wait for more data before acting 
on this again
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Apple - AAPL
Daily

Short-term AAPL hit our upside target in February near 129 based on both the 
weekly price objective as well as the 161.8% Fibonacci extension of the 
November-January decline. AAPL continues to struggle with this level and until we 
see more data and/or consolidation of these gains, I see little to do here. With an 
upward sloping 200 day moving average and momentum in a bullish range I see 
little reason to short this. We do not want to own AAPL if prices are below the 3/19 
highs and more conservatively I would prefer to be long only above the highs from 
this range going back to the highs in February
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American Express - AXP
Weekly

Structurally this failed breakout last June has caused some problems in the underlying trend. Along 
with the failed breakout, AXP is putting in a bearish momentum divergence and relative strength 
broke a 3 1/2 year uptrend line. These are all negatives that have suggested a sideways market, 
which is exactly what we've seen. Shares continue to successfully test support from the lower end 
of this huge range since 2013. With momentum putting in bearish divergences this entire time and 
relative strength breaking the uptrend from the 2011 lows, I see little reason to force this long, but 
with an upward sloping 200 week moving average, I see no reason to be short either. I would 
continue to focus on the daily chart and approach this one more tactically.
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American Express - AXP
Daily

Short-term there have been a few trading opportunities over the past few 
months, but at this point based on the weight-of-the-evidence, we wanted to 
only be long above the October lows for a mean reversion. Based on the 
weekly timeframe, this is important support that was resistance back in 2013. 
Aggressive longs can raise stops to only being long above the downtrend line 
from the Jan 21 highs. I'd take half off the table near 83 and the rest at 85
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BA - Boeing
Weekly

Structurally, Boeing after holding on to the key support near 118 broke out 
beautifully above this downtrend line from the highs last year as we had hoped 
for. The upward sloping 200-week moving average and momentum in a bullish 
range have also suggested that these breakouts were likely coming soon. 
Relative strength broke out simultaneously which we love to see. We can still be 
long this name all day, but as we've mentioned only above these downtrend 
lines from early last year. Below them and there is no reason to be involved. 
The next target is over 160 which represents the 161.8% Fibonacci extension 
from this almost year-long consolidation. 7



BA - Boeing
Daily

Short-term we only wanted to be buyers of BA above the downtrend line from the 
highs a year ago. We got that breakout beautifully and prices ripped higher just 
as we hoped for. At that point we wanted to be buying weakness. From a risk 
management perspective, we suggested traders move stops to be only long 
above the 3/13 lows, especially with momentum giving mixed signals hitting both 
overbought and oversold conditions since last summer. That broke and since 
then there has been no reason to be long. Now that momentum is hitting 
oversold conditions it changes the dynamics of this stock. I would still stay away 
for now



CAT - Caterpillar
Weekly

Structurally we wanted to stay away from Caterpillar since it broke the uptrend line from late 
2013 (dashed line). After a severe selloff, we said we wanted to be buying down under 80. This 
area has served as support since 2012 and also represents the 38.2% Fibonacci retracement 
of the 2008-2011 rally. We said that momentum staying out of oversold conditions on this 
correction would be a positive and so far we are getting that (although barely). Relative strength 
is still a disaster rolling over last summer at former support. No reason to be long if we are 
below the 2012 lows so look tactically at the daily chart for short-term perspective 9



CAT - Caterpillar
Daily

Short-term that failed breakout in July and successful retest in early September was the 
catalyst to really break this down. These sell-offs were able to get momentum in a bearish 
range. Also, with this bullish momentum divergence failing in December we've wanted to look 
for short oppourtunities with a downside target of 79.50 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci 
extension from the Fall rally. We hit this target in late January which we said is where we 
wanted to be covering shorts. At this point, based on the more bullish structural picture, 
momentum diverging positively again, and downside objective reached, we can still stay long 
only above the january lows. I would be taking profits near 90 which was formerly support and 
now represents the 38.2% Fibonacci retracement of the November-January decline. We 
suggested adding to longs if we got above 82 and did that nicely last month. 10



CSCO - Cisco
Weekly

Structurally, CSCO broke out nicely above the key resistance we've been pointing out over the 
past several months. We continue to only want to stay long this name above the upper of the 
two converging trendlines, and more specifically above last summer's highs. Momentum is still 
in a bullish range, however relative strength is still stuck in this multi-year range, but price is 
what pays. Risk managment-wise, anything back into this range and we've been happy to go 
back to neutral. Our target just over 30 was hit in March, which represents the 161.8% Fibonacci 
extension from the 2nd half of 2013 correction. Now we wait for more data and approach this 
more tactically. Great trade. 11



CSCO - Cisco
Daily
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Short-term prices exploded in November breaking out above the July highs with momentum 
hitting overbought conditions. We've preferred to approach this name from a structural 
perspective and we still only want to be buyers on dips as long as we're above last July's highs. 
In late December we hit our near-term target near 28.30 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci 
extension from the correction that began this summer. We said we've wanted to buy dips near 
26 and we got there in early February. At this point I still would only want to be long if prices are 
above 28.30. Below that and I would not want to be in this name based on that bearish 
divergence in momentum. If we are able to stay above that level we have a target just under 32 
based on the 261.8% FIbonacci extension of the July/October rally



CVX - Chevron
Weekly

Structurally Chevron has now broken the bottom end of this multi-year rising wedge. 
Momentum remains in a slightly bullish range, however relative strength is still in a multi-year 
downtrend. The most recent highs last summer failed to reach the upper trendline of this rising 
wedge which was a sign of weakness, confirming what we were seeing in relative strength. This 
confirmed the CVX failed breakout that we keep mentioning every week. As long as prices 
remain below the broken uptrend line from the 2009 lows I see no reason to own this from a 
structural perspective. In December we hit our downside target near 105 based on the 61.8% 
Fibonacci retracement from the 2011-2014 rally, so therefore looking at this more tactically is 
still our best bet and structurally still neutral here for now. 13



CVX - Chevron
Daily

Short-term all of our downside targets have been achieved based on the retracement levels on 
the weekly timeframe. At that point we wanted to look for a mean reversion to the upside, 
particularly with that bullish divergence in momentum setting up at the December lows. We 
broke above the downtrend line from the summer highs and then quickly failed. We only 
wanted to be long above the downtrend line from the July highs. If we were above that, we had 
an upside target near the downward sloping 200 day moving average. We still have not hit that 
target. The problem here now is prices are starting to roll over without momentum getting into 
overbought conditions. Not good. I don't love this one and would be selling into any strength. 14



DD - Dupont
Weekly
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As nice as Du Pont had looked in recent years, this type of volaitliy and indecision is typical 
behavior for turning points and not trending markets. This added volatility led us to be much less 
constructive in this market. I haven't seen enough to short it as we are still watching this support 
from July to signal the end of this bull run. But the more and more of this volatility we see up here, 
the higher the likelihood that this last move was it, at least for now. We've said that a bullish 
development would be a rally back above those September highs that can hold above it but we 
have yet to see that. I would still be neutral and approach this market tactically with a shorter-term 
outlook. 



DD - Dupont
Daily
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Short-term, with a rising 200-day moving average and momentum hitting both 
overbought and oversold conditions giving us mixed signals since the Summer, we 
said that a breakout above the September highs, based on the structural picture, 
would be an extremely bullish development. We only wanted to be long if we were 
above 73 with an upside target near 78 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci extension 
of the Sept/Oct correction. Our target of 78 was hit in March and we continue to 
wait for more information before initiating any new positions. Still messy here



DIS - Disney
Weekly

Structurally prices were able to hold nicely above the uptrend line from the lows in 
November 2012. Momentum hit the overbought conditions we had wanted to see 
invaldating the potential bearish divergence we had been pointing out. With a rising 
200-week moving average and prices above last summers highs I've really liked the 
action. We broke out in February after the further consolidation above that 
resistance from the Summer (shaded gray) that we wanted to see. We've wanted to 
be taking profits at the upper of these two rising trendlines from 2012 and that has 
been hit the past few months. I would still now approach this market more from a 
tactical perspective after our upside targets have been achieved 17



DIS - Disney
Daily

Short-term prices were holding above last summer's highs very nicely as we hoped for. This 
was the line in the sand for this name on multiple timeframes. Momentum is still in now in a 
bullish range as rsi confirmed these new highs in recent months. We said we wanted be buyers 
down there near 91 and anything below last summer's highs and we did not want anything to 
do with this name. Tactically target above 111 based on the 261.8% Fibonacci extension of the 
Sept/Oct correction was hit over the past few weeks. At this point, based on targets being hit on 
multiple timeframes and bearish momentum divergences, I would be aggressively short, but 
only if prices are below 112. Above 112 and no reason to be short. I would be covering shorts 
under 100 which was the gap up low in early February 18



GE - General Electric
Weekly

Structurally GE was able to break out in April above the upper of these two converging trendlines 
defining this symmetrical triangel since 2013. Simultaneously, relative strength was also able to 
get above a downtrend line from late 2013. Both very good developments. Momentum is still in a 
bullish range and did not reach oversold conditions on the recent correction. That is also a good 
thing. With a rising 200 week moving average we said that a positive development would be a 
breakout above the downtrend line from the 2013 highs and I would be a buyer of that all day. We 
got that and still only want to remain long if price is above this downtrend line. Our upside target is 
just under 31 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci extension of the 2014 correction. See daily chart for 
more tactical perspective
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GE - General Electric
Daily

Short-term prices were finally able to break out above the upper of these two 
converging trendlines. We said we wanted to be buyers if we were ablve to stay 
above it. This was a big development for shares of GE. We now only want to 
stay long above that downtrend line, and happy to be neutral if we fall back 
below it. The next upside target is just above 29 based on the 161.8% 
Fibonacci extension of the November-January rally. Momentum is now 
confirming this bullish range and the 200 day moving average has turned up. 
All good things 20



GS - Goldman Sachs
Weekly

From a structural perspective, Goldman is still in a nice uptrend but right near 
key resistance from the 2009 highs. Momentum is doing its best to break this 
downtrend line and getting closer. With a rather flat 200-week moving average 
and 2 year downtrend in relative strength, the risk/reward has not favored the 
bulls for a while. We only want to be long if prices are above all this overhead 
supply from the 2009 highs. I would argue that a sustained breakout above the 
2009 highs would be very bullish and would give us a target of 250 based on the 
2007 highs 21



GS - Goldman Sachs
Daily

Short-term this is a name we've wanted to be be long only above last January's 
highs shaded in gray. As we've been pointing out the last couple of months, 
based on the weekly time frame the upside has seemed very limited, which is 
why we incorporate multiple timeframes. I haven't liked this very much after 
breaking the uptrend line and former resistance from last January, especially with 
momentum now in a bearish range hitting oversold confitions on this sell-off. This 
is not for me and remain neutral as we failed at resistance from this broken 
uptrend line from the spring and 161.8% Fibonacci extension of the Spring 2014 
correction 22



HD - Home Depot
Weekly

Structurally shares of Home Depot continued to rip higher after hitting our intitial upside targets 
near 103 based on the key Fibonacci extension from the consolidation throughout 2013. This is 
the power of some of these bases. When markets break out of such long bases, like HD did last 
August, the implications can be very powerful. At this point I would still be buying dips towards 
the lower of these two converging trend lines from 2010-2011 and taking profits at the upper of 
the two. With momentum in a strong bullish range and relative strength breaking out 
simultaneously with price, there is no reason to be short and the bulls still get the benefit of the 
doubt. The next upside target is the upper of these two trendlines which currently sits near 135 
but moving higher
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HD - Home Depot
Daily

Short-term we got the breakout at the end of October that we wanted and said we only wanted 
to be long above this new resistance near 93.50. I liked the fact that prices were holding up 
very nicely and our target just above 108 based on the 261.8% extension of the October 
correction was hit in February. After breaking the uptrend line from the October lows, prices 
were in a sideways range for 2 months. We said if we break below the lows of the range it 
would be a downside resolution to a traditionally bullish setup. This was not good. Now that 
momentum is in a bearish range, it changes the dynamic of this trade. But new longs can stay 
so but only above the downtrend line from the March highs. Below that an no reason to be long. 
Also no reason to be short if prices are above that downtrend line.
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IBM
Weekly

Structurally IBM broke down below this multi-year consolidation and still struggling big time 
against the S&P500, which is why the relative strength continues to fall off a cliff and hitting 6-
year lows. We had been looking for a break below or above these converging trendlines to 
signal the direction of the next move. Since breaking down below support, prices have really 
fallen off a cliff. This is why we wait patiently for confirmation to trigger the next direction. In 
December we hit our downside target near 155.50 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci extension of 
the 2014 rally. We suggested selling into any strength towards former support near 172 as this is 
a broken market with momentum in a bad bearish range. We hit that level in the past few weeks. 
The measured move based on the size of the pattern over the last few years is 148 and I think 
we can ultimately see those prices. See daily chart for a more tactical approach
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IBM
Daily

Here's a closer look at this broken consolidation. Momentum was in a bearish range and the 
200 day moving average is downward sloping. In December we hit our downside target near 
155.50 where we said we wanted to be covering shorts. This is the 161.8% Fibonacci extension 
of the 2014 rally. After our target was hit I thought we could see the start of a nice mean 
reversion rally, especially with momentum putting in a bullish divergence. Reversals of this 
magnitude at key targets can create nice squeezes. We only wanted to be long if we were 
above 155.50 and taking profits near 172 which was support late last year and earlier this year. 
We hit that target over the past few weeks and want to be backing off here and letting things 
digest. I will say that momentum hitting overbought conditions is one positive. 26



INTC - Intel
Weekly

Here's a closer look at this broken consolidation. Momentum was in a bearish range and the 200 
day moving average is downward sloping. In December we hit our downside target near 155.50 
where we said we wanted to be covering shorts. This is the 161.8% Fibonacci extension of the 
2014 rally. After our target was hit I thought we could see the start of a nice mean reversion rally, 
especially with momentum putting in a bullish divergence. Reversals of this magnitude at key 
targets can create nice squeezes. We only wanted to be long if we were above 155.50 and 
taking profits near 172 which was support late last year and earlier this year. We hit that target 
over the past few weeks and want to be backing off here and letting things digest. I will say that 
momentum hitting overbought conditions is one positive.
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INTC - Intel
Daily

Here is a short-term look at what is happening. We only wanted to be long above 
the September highs with a target near 39 and that below that neutral is best. 
After failing to hold those levels in late January, we said that if prices consolidate 
a bit above the 200 day moving average, I would start to put longs on. This did 
not happen either and now momentum is in a bearish range hitting oversold 
conditions on this correction. I see little to do here with this much overhead 
supply and would continue to approach this from a neutral perspective, especially 
with a flat 200 day moving average 28



JNJ - Johnson & Johnson
Weekly

Structurally JNJ has been in one of the strongest uptrends in the Dow Jones Industrial Average. 
The bearish momentum divergence at recent highs has kept us towards a more neutral stance 
right here and we continue to trade in this range, although in what is looking more and more like a 
broadening top, which is traditionally bearish. A break of the uptrend line from 2012 gave us 
downside targets in the mid-90s, which was support last year and resistance in 2013. If momentum 
breaks out above this downtrend line, it would be a positive. Below the 2012 uptrend line and I 
want nothing to do with it, particularly with momentum putting in bearish divergences. Relative 
strength also broke down below this 2-year range. I still don't like this and would continue to 
approach this more tactically (see daily chart) 29



JNJ - Johnson & Johnson
Daily

Short-term we said in November that prices were flagging above former resistance and a 
breakout above the upper of the two parallel lines defining this small channel would confirm that 
is a continuation pattern and we want to add to longs on this breakout. However, when bullish 
patterns resolve negatively, the market is telling us that larger forces are at work, and that in 
fact a short-position on a breakdown below the lower of the two trendlines would make a great 
trade. Well this is precisely what occurred and shorts could remain so below the 12/19 highs. 
This confirmed a bearish momentum divergence and have felt that this market was in trouble. 
Our downside target near 99 was hit in February. This was based on support last summer and 
38.2% Fibonacci retracement of the 2014 rally. I would still maintain a more neutral stance now, 
especially near a flat 200 day moving average. A bullish development would be if prices can get 
above and consolidate above the 200 day which was also resistance the past few months.
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JPM - J.P. Morgan
Weekly

Structurally JPM was only something we've wanted to own if we were above the 
uptrend lines from 2011 & 2013. With a rising 200 week moving average this is 
not something we want to be short bigger picture, but no reason to be long if we 
were below these uptrend lines. On a relative basis it is still in a 2 year downtrend 
but trying to break out. Also momentum had not confirmed recent highs but is 
now breaking the 2-year downtrend line which is good. Structurally. We wanted to 
be long if we were above the 2014 highs with a target just below 67 based on the 
161.8% Fibonacci retracement from the 2014 correction. This target was hit this 
week. Great trade.
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JPM - J.P. Morgan
Daily

Short-term this is only something we wanted to own if we were above resistance 
from the past year. In fact, this failed breakout at the end of last year confirmed 
the bearish momentum divergence that had been developing, but the recent 
overbought conditions invalidated any of those bearish developments. The 200 
day moving average has now turned up which was another positive. We only 
wanted to be long if we were above the highs from the past year (ex-failed 
breakout Dec 2014) shaded in gray. The upside target above 66.50 based on the 
161.8% Fibonacci extension of the recent corrections was hit this week. Great 
trade. 32



KO - Coca Cola
Weekly

Structurally Coca Cola continues to struggle after failing in Q4 to hold above the 
highs from 2013. We've said that we only want to be long if we are above that 
level and continue to stick with that theme. The next upside objective in that case 
would be near 47.50 which is the 161.8% Fibonacci extension from the 2013 
correction. Anything below the May 2013 highs and we don't want anything to do 
with this. On a relative basis we can't get a confirmed breakout either and 
continues to struggle vs the rest of the market. This has behaved so poorly that it 
still does not deserve our attention. 33



KO - Coca Cola
Daily

Short-term we wanted to get long above 42 with a target near 44.75 
representing both the October highs as well as the 161.8% Fibonacci extension 
from the summer correction. After hitting our target in late November prices 
rolled over nicely, but failed to hold the summer highs like we would have 
wanted to see. We have preferred to stay away from this as we continue to say 
this is a sloppy and mis-behaved market. So I am not surprised that we have 
broken down below the uptrend line from the lows last year. Momentum is now 
in a bearish range. So far prices are holding on to the 61.8% Fibonacci 
retracement of the 2014 rally but I see little upside as we have a flat 200 day 
moving average. I would be selling towards 42 if we get up there 34



MCD - McDonalds
Weekly

Structurally we have been neutral and waiting for (hoping for) some consolidation around the 200 
week moving average which also represents the lows from February. Also with momentum putting 
in a bearish divergence at this year's highs, overhead supply from broken trendline resistance and 
relative strength still in a strong downtrend, a more neutral stance is still best. Personally I see no 
reason to do anything here structurally and would still prefer to look more tactically. This thing is all 
over the place and I see zero reason to be involved structurally. The recent developments, 
however, are positive and a 4th test of this overhead supply from since 2011 would argue for an 
ultimate breakout to new all-time highs that we want to be buyers of. Until then we still sit patiently 
and focus on the daily chart for a more tactical approach
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MCD - McDonalds
Daily

Short-term we hit our upside target in November near 97 where we have former 
support/resistance, downtrend line from Spring highs and flat/declining 200 day moving 
average - and then rolled over nicely. Early in December we briefly broke below October 
support and then rallied back. Momentum is giving us mixed signals here and I we've preferred 
to stay away from this name, particularly with a downward sloping 200 day. We said that a 
bullish development would be a breakout above 97.50 and we got that last month. I would be a 
buyer of weakness but only above the December highs. The next target is last years highs just 
under 104, but I would much rather be in this name once the 200 day turns up. It is hard for a 
sustained rally with this much downside pressure driven by that declining 200 day. We only 
want to be in this above the December highs and above a rising 200 day. We currently don't 
have both. 36



MMM - 3M
Weekly

Structurally since breaking out above 140 like we hoped for, we have seen 
really nice follow through. I still love how momentum failed to reach oversold 
conditions on the recent selloff and and then got overbought. Relative strength 
is flirting with key support which is not good. But look at that trendline 
connecting peaks as the next logical target currently near 177 but moving 
higher. Structurally we still only want to own this above the uptrend line from 
the 2011 lows 37



MMM - 3M
Daily

Short-term we've wanted to be aggressively long above the summer highs last month our initial target 
was hit in November near 158.50 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci extension from the Sept/Oct 
correction. Momentum hitting overbought conditions is a positive along with a rising 200 day moving 
average. After our target had been achieved we wanted to see some consolidation to give us another 
entry point and we got that. Stucturally this looks great and tactically we can stay long if we are above 
the 200 day moving average with our next target above 175 based on the 261.8% Fibonacci extension 
from the Sept/Oct correction and uptrend line seen in the weekly timeframe. Below that and we want 
nothing to do with this. Also I did not like how momentum put in a bearish divergence on recent highs 
but seems to be working itself off nicely through time. I also do not like how prices broke the uptrend 
line from December lows and the breakout above the December highs failed. We said if prices could 
take out the highs from earlier this month I would be adding to longs. We got that and this is 
developing nicely.
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MRK - Merck & Co Inc
Weekly

As nice as Merck has been structurally for years, we ran up towards historic 
resistance levels. Last time MRK was up here, the stock fell by almost 70% over 
the next year. This had given the bears the more favorable risk/reward since last 
summer. On a relative basis prices are breaking out nicely and now momentum 
is trying to confirm new highs, which would be a positive. We've said all along 
that we would only want to be long if we were above the 2007 highs. If we are 
below that, there is no reason to be long MRK. If we can hold above the 07 
highs, however, this could represent a massive breakout structurally that would 
call for significantly higher prices this year. So we keep waiting 39



MRK - Merck & Co Inc
Daily

Short-term, MRK is only a name that we want to be long if we are above the 2007 highs 
which were also the highs this September before rolling over. With a rising 200 day moving 
average and momentum in a bullish range, this had been a name where we wanted to err on 
the bullish side. But now the 200 day is flat and momentum is in a bearish range, invalidating 
any of these bullish developments. From a risk management standpoint, there is zero reason 
to be long below the gray shaded area representing the September highs. Above that and we 
want to be aggressive buyers with a target up near 67 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci 
extension of the September/October correction. When this bullish consolidation in January 
resolved bearishly and not to the upside it set the stage for further decline. With a flat 200 day 
moving average I still see little to do here and would continue to wait for this to develop 40



MSFT - Microsoft
Weekly

MSFT had been one of the strongest charts in the Dow. As it kept making new 
highs, momentum still in a bullish range and relative strength confirming the 
highs by making new highs of its own this had been great. But now relative 
strenght broke down and we've said that below the uptrend line from 2013 lows 
and more neutral stance is best. There is no reason to be long structurally 
below this broken uptrend line and would still look to the daily timeframe for a 
more tactical approach. 41



MSFT - Microsoft
Daily

Short-term prices were able to gap higher in late April above all of that key 
former support and resistance going back to last summer. This leaves the 
action in the first quarter as a bullish island reversal. I would be buying dips 
here tactically and we only want to be long if prices are above 44.80. If we 
break below that I see no reason to be in this. I would be taking profits above 
49 on any tactical longs for now until we can build a big enough base to really 
get this going above last year's highs 42



NKE - Nike
Weekly

Structurally NIKE is still one of the strongest names in the game. After getting 
above 90, in November we hit our target near 97 based on the 261.8% Fibonacci 
extension of the symmetrical triangle from 2013-2014. On a relative basis this is 
one of the best names in the business and momentum still looks great and in a 
bullish range. After this nice consolidation I would be a buyer here and only stay 
long above 90 with a target near 110 based on resistance from the uptrendline 
connecting peaks since the early 2012 highs. But I'd still focus on the daily chart 
for this one for near term targets 43



NKE - Nike
Daily

. 44

Short-term we only wanted to be long above the October highs and in November we hit our 
target near 97 based on the 261.8% Fibonacci extension from the consolidation over the 
past year. With momentum in a strong bullish range and price hitting our target we wanted 
to see some more consolidation before getting long again or a pullback towards the 
breakout level near 90 as a new entry. Well we got this in February and we've only want to 
stay long if we were above 90 with a target of 104.50 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci 
extension of the recent consolidation since November. We said that aggressive longs could 
raise stops to below the lower of these two converging trendlines since the March highs. 
We hit our upside target this week where tactically we want to be taking profits.



PFE - Pfizer
Weekly

Structurally Pfizer had been stuck between this 4 point range between 27 and change and 31 
and change. A more neutral stance had therefore been the most appropriate approach. We 
broke out above the upper end of this multi-year range x-the failed breakout in 2013 with a target 
above 36 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci extension from the 2014 correction. Momentum 
breaking out above this downtrend line is a positive and now we are seeing the relative strength 
get the memo as well and break out on its own. These are the positive developments that we've 
been waiting for and the action continues to impress me. We said that a positive development 
would be a break above January's highs which we just got and now gives us our next upside 
target above 36 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci extension from the 2014 correction
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PFE - Pfizer
Daily

Short-term, buying the failed breakdown and test of the lower of the two downtrend channels in 
October worked out great. We then got the breakout we wanted above the upper of the two parallel 
downtrend lines defining this channel and last quarter we hit our target near 33 and then wanted to 
let things settle down. This continues to behave very well. Now that momentum is back in a bullish 
range and prices successfully retested this support from the broken trendline, we wanted to see the 
200 day moving average turn up. We said that a breakout above last January's highs, which were 
also last March highs (dashed line) would be incredibly bullish from both a tactical and structural 
perspective and I would be buying that breakout with a target above 36 based on the 161.8% 
Fibonacci extension from last year's decline. We got that and are well on our way to 36. I would not 
be long if we are back below 33 46



PG - Procter & Gamble
Weekly

Structurally PG kept looking better and better as it broke out above resistance created by that 
failed breakout at the end of 2013. Our targets between 90-92 were hit in December based on 
the measured move from the range in 2013-2014 and 161.8% extension from the early 2014 
correction. So we've since then wanted to see some consolidation and/or buy dips back down 
in the low to mid 80s and this month we got the latter. Risk management-wise I see no reason 
to be long below the gray shaded area that marked resistance (ex-failed breakout) since the 
highs in 2013. If we get back above that then maybe 47



PG - Procter & Gamble
Daily

Short-term PG had looked great but in December we hit our upside targets 
between 90-92 based on the measured move of the consolidation since 2013 
and 161.8% Fibonacci extension from the 2014 correction. At that point we 
either wanted to buy a dip back under 86 which was former resistance late last 
year or wait for consolidation. We got the pullback the past few months but I 
don't like that momentum hit oversold conditions. There is no reason to be in 
this tactically if we are below those Nov 2013 highs shaded in gray 48



TRV - The Travelers Company
Weekly

Structurally TRV had not stopped impressing us as we continued to make 
higher lows and higher highs. We suggested longs use late July lows as a stop, 
although tactically we suggested moving them up in November (see daily 
chart). Relative strength broke out nicely above the downtrend from last year 
and momentum is in a very strong bullish range. Our initial target was hit in 
November near 103 based on the measured move from the range in 2013 but 
then headed nicely towards our ultimate target up near 110.76 based on the 
261.8% Fibonacci extension from that range. We got there in March. Now see 
daily chart for a more tactical approach 49



TRV - The Travelers Company
Daily

Short-term, in the Fall we said it looked like a breakout was coming soon and boy did we get it. 
In October we had continued to bump up against this resistance from the downtrend from 
earlier this summer. We wanted to buy the breakout above the October highs and stay long 
only above that. We hit our target of 103 in November based on the measured move seen in 
the weekly timeframe. With momentum in a bullish range and a structurally bullish picture, this 
looked great and we've wanted to be a buyer of any weakness. Our tactical target was hit in 
January just above 108 based on the 261.8% Fibonacci extension from the summer's range. 
Great trade. At this point I would be a buyer on a breakout above this consolidation over the 
past few week defined by this downtrend line from the late April highs. Below the April lows and 
no reason to be long. Target is back to 108
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UNH - United Health Group
Weekly

Structurally UNH has been one of the strongest names in the Dow as it continues to rip to new 
highs. Momentum is in a bullish range and now confirming the recent highs liked we hoped for. 
Relative strength continues to impress as it makes new highs and is still the best part about this 
name. To me this is still the best way to be in this name Long UNH/Short SPY. We hit our upside 
target in price in November just above 95.50 where we found the 161.8% Fibonacci extension of 
the 2007-2008 decline. We've since then wanted to approach this from a more neutral 
perspective, but it does not stop rallying. Risk management wise it is difficult to define risk so it is 
a hard reentry. If/when we get a pullback I'm all for picking some up. But relative to S&Ps which 
we have loved continues to work 51



UNH - United Health Group
Daily

Short-term, prices continue to rally within this uptrend channel since November. We suggested 
selling at the upper of the two but would not be a buyer as the slope of this rally was 
unsustainable. We had a great trade long but have preferred to be short since late March with 
stops at the upper of the two parallel trendlines. We said a break of the lower of the two 
parrallel trendlines would confirm a bearish momentum divergence and would be adding to 
shorts upon that break. We got that nicely last month and would be covering shorts near 102. 
We only want to be short if prices are below the downtrend line from the late March highs 52



UTX - United Technologies Corp
Weekly

Structurally UTX is attempting to break the uptrend line from the 2009 lows. We said that as 
long as prices could hold this uptrend line, we can be long all day. Not below it. Momentum is 
confirming a bearish divergence which is also not good. On a relative basis this double bottom 
off key support from 2012 has worked out well. This is still the best way to be in this name 
(Long UTX / Short SPY). I would look more tactically at the daily chart for overhead supply 
levels. I would only be long above 120 which are the highs from the past year with a target 
above 135 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci extension of the 2014 correction 53



UTX - United Technologies Corp
Daily

Short-term after hitting our downside target in October down under 99 based on the 161.8% 
Fibonacci extension from the August rally, shares of UTX continue to rip higher. Tactically I 
haven't liked the fact that we have a flat 200 day moving average but I did like the bullish 
momentum divergence at the October lows and now that RSI hit overbought conditions we are in 
a confirmed bullish range. Our initial upside target was hit in February which was between 
118.50-120 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci extension from the October decline and overhead 
supply from this summer. But my favorite way to be in this name has been on a relative basis 
Long UTX / Short SPY and only above 0.54. At this point we want to let things settle down, 
hopefully the 200 day will catch up. We only want to be long above the highs from the past year 
with a target above 135 based on the 161.8% fibonacci extension of the 2014 decline. The failed 
breakout is not good and characteristic of flat 200 period moving averages. 54



V - Visa
Weekly

Structurally this breakout above 55 that we've been pointing to continues to rock and roll. That 
55 level has been and still is the key. Longer-term bulls can stay long all day above that, 
particularly with momentum so strong and relative strength trying to get back into its uptrend. 
We hit our upside target last in December near 65 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci extension 
from the consolidation over the past year and would still be taking profits and letting things 
settle to digest these huge gains. This is a more tactical approach so focus on the daily 
timeframe, but based on this consolidation I believe we get another leg higher soon that should 
take us above 75. But I would still prefer to look tactically at these bearish developments 55



V - Visa
Daily

Short-term we only wanted to remain long above resistance from early last year near 59. This is 
something we still want to lean bullish on particularly with momentum confirming a bullish range 
and the structural picture. The flat 200 day moving average that had been annoying me is 
turning up nicely and I would still be buying anything near 59. In December we hit our upside 
target near 65 based on the 161.8% Fibonacci extension from the 2014 consolidation. At this 
point, we have been consolidating nicely sideways through time instead of to the downside like 
I had been worried about which is good. I still want to see more data before getting long again 
but definitely looking good, especially with momentum staying above oversold conditions 
confirming its bullish range. I would be a buyer on a breakout above the highs from the past 3 
months (shaded in gray) with a 75 target based on the 261.8% Fibonacci extension of the 
correction last year
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VZ - Verizon
Weekly

Structurally VZ is still in a big consolidation above the 2007 highs. With an upward sloping 200 
week moving average, the benefit of the doubt continues to go to the bulls, especially with 
momentum in a bullish range. But with relative strength breaking multi-year support, this one 
has me worried. We do not want to be long if we are below this downtrend line from 2013 and 
former resistance/support since 2007 highs. If we break this key support the next target is down 
towards 41 based on former support and 61.8% Fibonacci extension from the 2013 rally. I 
would still be a seller above 51 which was resistance the past 2 years.
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VZ - Verizon
Daily

Shorter-term with a flat 200 day moving average a neutral stance has been 
best but longs last month off that key support have worked well. With 
momentum hitting oversold conditions confirming a new bearish rangs, we said 
that profits should be taken quickly back near 49. These flat 200 day moving 
averages increase the likelihood of whipsaws which is precisely what has 
occurred the past few months. This is an overall messy situation and as nice of 
a trade as that was, we've suggested taking profits quickly and still feel that 
way. 58



WMT - Walmart
Weekly

Structurally WMT had been struggling with this giant range over the past several years. We 
said that if we took out $80 I could see potentially a monster breakout. This is exactly what we 
got and hit our target in late November near 87 which represented the 161.8% Fibonacci 
extension from the consolidation over the past year. Risk management-wise we only wanted to 
get long above again if we could hold that dashed blue line we had been pointing to near 80 
which we have now fallen below. On a relative basis we are also getting a failed breakout which 
is not good. No reason to be long if we are below last April's highs. 59



WMT - Walmart
Daily

Short-term we got that monster breakout in the Fall that we had been hoping for and now the 200 
day moving average is upward sloping. Our target was hit in late November just above 87 which 
represented the 161.8% Fibonacci extension from the consolidation over the past year. We 
wanted to be buyers again down towards the 200 day moving average and the highs from late 
2013, but only above it. We were unable to hold those levels and now momentum has fallen into 
a bearish range hitting oversold conditions on this correction. At this point momentum put in a 
bullish divergence and now prices broke above the downtrend line from the January highs. We 
only want to be long above that with a target back towards 87. I really like the risk/reward here. 60



XOM - Exxon Mobil Corp
Weekly

Structurally XOM continues to stay below the broken uptrend line from the 2010 
lows. We are now hitting fresh multi-year lows in Relative strength similar to the 
action in CVX. I see no reason to be in this name structurally unless we are 
back above resistance from the 2008 highs as well as the broken uptrend line 
from the 2010 lows. Momentum staying in a bullish range is a positive but a flat 
200 week moving average is an issue. I would only be a buyer of a breakout 
above this shaded area and broken uptrend line and would only stay long if 
we're above it. Still don't see anything to do here and continue to look towards 
the daily timeframe for a more tactical approach 61



XOM - Exxon Mobil Corp
Daily

Short-term XOM hit our downside target near 89 in October from the lows earlier this year and 
then bounced nicely. We have a downward sloping 200 day moving average and momentum in 
a bearish range which has keep us in more of a bearish camp. I liked the failed breakdowns 
below the October lows and it looked like a mean reversion back to the 200 day moving 
average was coming. We said that a break above of the downtrend line from the 4th quarter 
highs should trigger this mean reversion and that failed. I would not be short if we are back 
above 87 and would consider flipping long for a mean reversion if we can stay above the 
downtrend line from last summer's highs. 
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